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Parachilna Bai A LED Wall Light
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Neri&Hu

Parachilna Bai A LED Wall Light

The Parachilna Bai wall lights are a display of quality materials
and quality craftsmanship. The wall mounts are expertly made
and crafted from aged bronze. This material creates an antique
aesthetic that brings an aged and almost industrial feel to this
design. However, this Bai A wall lamp was designed with
elegance in mind and by pairing this sturdy wall mount with the
delicately hand-blown glass shade, the contrast created highlights
the elegant form. The glass shades are available in the DI DI
shape or the BA BA shape, the first being a smaller spherical and
understated shade and the other being a larger elongated version
that hangs beautifully from the bronze wall mount.

Each shade houses a LED strip light that resembles the form of a
traditional Chinese lantern. The lantern hangs gracefully within
the glass shade providing a beautifully diffused light that not only
brings light to its surroundings but also highlights the stunning
craftsmanship of the glass shades and bronze wall mount. The
Parachilna Bai A BA BA wall light includes an added LED light
source that brings a level of functionality to the design. As well as
the LED strip within the lantern, the BA BA wall light also houses
another LED module at the bottom of the lantern. This creates a
bright and functional downward light that floods a space with a
generous outpouring of diffused glare-free light.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

DI DI: Strip LED 5.8W, 2700K, 448 lumens
BA BA: 14W, 2700K, 1960 lumens + Strip LED
15.4W, 2700K, 1150 lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via 1-10v dimming systems. Please
consult your electrician, additional wiring may be
required on-site.

Dimensions: DI DI:
Ø18cm shade
19.5cm shade height
30cm depth from wall
Ø21.5cm base

BA BA:
Ø27cm shade
56cm shade height
34.5cm depth from wall
Ø21.5cm base
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